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BEHIND THE SCENES | EXISTING CONDITIONS

A significantly large storage area on the east edge 

of the property is equipped with an adobe storage 

shed, a gated extension tool shed, composting 

station, planting benches, and room to temporarily 

store materials. The service area is locked, 

and volunteers only have access to this during 

scheduled workdays. 

Currently, a gravel service road runs along the 

west edge of the fence and a turn-around juts 

into the center of the garden. The road is not 

used often but is very handy when large trucks 

need access to the garden. This road is also used 

commonly by children in the neighborhood. It 

would improve the guest experience and safety of 

visitors to provide a sheltered path, as opposed to 

a shared path, for pedestrians. 
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BEHIND THE SCENES | RECOMMENDATIONS

Repurpose the adobe shed for storage of tables and chairs to be 
used for programming at the adjacent pavilion.

Construct a new tool shed. Place shed with access for volunteers in 
mind. 

Compost bins and planting tables remain.

After most of the construction at the garden is complete, move the 
existing fence to the west to keep all construction and maintenance 
efforts behind the scenes. 

Provide a protected informal trail for children to access State Street 
on their way to or from school. 

Add a gate to the south side of the enclosed area to provide a route 
for maintenance or emergency vehicles to access the pavilion and 
bridge. 

Move the spigot to the west side of the new paved patio.
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